1. **IJATM AUTHOR GUIDELINES**

**AUTHOR ARTICLES**

**Focus and Scope**

IJATM invites original research papers, review articles, case reports, traditional knowledge, medical education, viewpoints letter to the editor containing new insight into any aspect of Ayurveda, Health Sciences. The journal is particularly interested and welcomes literary, fundamental, clinical, drug, interdisciplinary research papers on Ayurveda and traditional medicines.

**Editorial**

It is written by IJATM editors or invited (Guest Editorial) on most pertinent issues/context of Ayurveda and Traditional Knowledge. It undergoes a fast-track peer review process.

**IJATM ARTICLE CATEGORIZATION (TYPES OF MANUSCRIPTS):**

1. **ORIGINAL ARTICLE**: Conceptual study/Fundamental research/ Randomized controlled trials/ Intervention study/ Studies of screening and diagnostic test/ Outcomes studies/ Case control series and survey. These should be divided into sections with headings Abstract, Key Words, Introduction, Methods, Observations and Results, Discussion, Conclusion, Acknowledgement, References, Tables and Figure legends. Upto 3000 words excluding references (upto 30).

2. **REVIEW STUDY**: Systematic critical assessment of literature and data sources/ Literary review) Upto 3000 words excluding references (>30 and <100).

3. **CLINICAL CASE REPORT**: Clinical Case study/ Case series. New/ interesting/ very rare/ clinically successful evidence based implications can be reported. Upto 1000 words excluding references (upto 10), upto 5 (five) photographs. Guidelines to be followed- AYUSH CARE checklist, download.

4. **TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE**: The study related to traditional knowledge, traditional cultural expressions. Original/ review/ clinical case of indigenous system/ traditional medicine is considered special. Any framework/ discussion/concept of ongoing innovation and creativity that benefit indigenous and local communities as well as society are included in this section. Upto 3000 words excluding references (upto 30).

5. **MISCELLANEOUS** (Meta-analysis /Systematic study/ View point): View point refers to based on issues related to health sciences to raise the new ideas, thought to provoke concepts, and personal expert opinion to improve the health/ education/ research in Ayurveda. Upto 2000 words excluding references (more than 5, less than 30).

6. **LETTER TO THE EDITOR**

The section includes a reaction and issue relating to IJATM, be it a comment relating a recent article, an elaboration of an important discovery, or simply a thought-provoking commentary of fewer than 1000 words without an abstract.

*Please note: Delete the Guiding Comments given in templates before submission: Review ➔ "Delete All comments in Documents".*